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Abstract—In examining the structural characteristics of the different parts of a decelerator, the general rules of 3D part modeling are summarized, a three-dimensional model of a gear bracket is established, and all marshaled parts are generated into the whole parts assembly by considering the assembly relations and hierarchical relations of the parts. Then the reducer assembly path is sketched out, the assembly sequence of parts is determined, and the final completion of assembly simulation is finished. Virtual assembly technology is conducive to the rapid introduction of technology in advanced design methods to improve product quality, reduce the cost of development, and shorten the development cycle, which lays the foundation of practical assembly and disassembly of parts.

Index Terms—Constrained matching, 3D modeling, virtual assembly, path planning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual assembly refers to computer aided design technology that helps to make better design decisions related to assembly during the process of product design and to conduct assembling analysis on the computer data model in a virtual environment. It combines virtual reality technology, advanced visualization technology, simulation techniques, decision-making theory, assembling and manufacturing techniques, etc. [1].

The key to inspection in traditional design, which decides whether a design is correct or not, is making use of a sample. When there is an unsuccessful assembly between one component and another, they must be returned to assembly for redesigning, reproducing of a sample and retesting with real assembly [2]. However, similar to computational realization in a real process, virtual assembly technology conducts modeling and simulation through computers, being able to inspect coordination and ability to be assembled among the components, to ensure the correctness of the design, to reduce the burdens of design rework, to shorten the development time and to save the manufacturing cost of prototypes [3]. Virtual assembly design systems are able to pre-assemble designed 3D models, avoiding the application of a physical model. More importantly, it gives full consideration to the assembly links of products and the influences of various related factors through different technological means like analysis, evaluation, programming and simulation. It improves the assembly structure of a product under the condition of satisfying performances and the functions of a product, enhances ability to assemble a product, reduces assembly costs and total costs of product, and shortens the time required for design.

A snow cleaning vehicle decelerator has a complex structure, high precision parts, and a difficult assembly process, so a reasonable assembly sequence is efficient. Based on the demand for virtual assembly processes, this paper puts forward a kind of simulation method and analyzes the relationship between the assemblies of complex parts. The relational model of assembly parts is established by layer assembly: the sub assembly layer, part layer, feature layer, and component geometry layer. The model is reproduced by three dimensional virtual image technology. Test results show that the removing and cross assembly processes of complex parts are reproduced well based on virtual 3D images of the complex parts assembly process.

Virtual technology is an important part in the enterprise informatization as the process data greatly generates support for the company's production activity. Virtual assembly is a hot spot in the research of Virtual Reality, which has vital significance to design confirmation and solution for product assembly order and provides further support for complicated product assembly design. It operates dynamic simulation of the product assembly process by manipulating part models directly in the virtual environment and checks the feasibility of assembly and validity of the assembly path. Based on the wide use of three dimensional CAD and the advantage of virtual assembly technology, this paper introduces a computer aided assembly process plan system based on virtual technology from the angle of the entire process of three dimensional product data in machinery assembly design and then investigates the system structure, realization method and key techniques.

II. THE 3D MODELING OF SINGLE GEAR STAND

The new type of decelerator with an adjustable gap is mainly composed of a gear shaft, gear, gear stand, bearings, end caps and other components. Each component has unique structure characteristics, and different modeling methods are required.

Although structural styles of mechanical products differ in thousands of ways (as do applications and working principles), there are still some rules can be found in 3D solid modeling on a computer [4]. Generally speaking, for rotating components like an end cap, gasket, retainer ring and others, a sketch of the sectional view can be drawn first to generate the main body through contour rotation, to be modified with chamfering tools and hole tools, and finally to set the required number by means of mirror images and arrays [5-8]. Thus, an integrated 3D solid model is achieved. The general process and main methods
of decelerator 3D modeling are illustrated with the example of a gear stand.

A. The Main Body of Gear Stand

First, generate the main body of a gear stand with a “Rotation” tool in the “Insert” menu [9]. In this paper, RIGHT datum level was selected as the sketch plane. Then, draw the 2D section shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. The solid line shows the cross-section shape and the dashed line at the bottom represents the spin axis.

B. Truncate Slots and Holes

Use the “Stretching” tool and click the “Remove Material” button. Select the TOP datum level, which is the end face of the gear stand, to draw an appropriate section sketch. Stretch according to the required length. The model that is shown in Fig. 3 was obtained after four times of stretching in succession.

C. Drill Holes with Drilling Tool

Two kinds of holes can be placed in Pro/E, namely a straight hole and a gauge hole, which can be formed through selecting the location, dimension and depth of the hole. Straight holes can be divided into two categories, a simple straight hole and a sketched hole. A simple straight hole is commonly used for drawing through-holes, while a sketched hole is quite suitable for drawing blind holes with conicity at the bottom. What should be noticed is that the spin axis should be vertically placed in sketching and the top of the sketched section must be a horizontal straight line standing for the plane of holes that can be placed. A gauge hole, i.e., a threaded hole, can be selected in accordance with the related standard of thread. Because the holes on both sides are symmetric, drill holes on one side and then on the other side can be obtained conveniently through the copy feature. The 3D model formed after drilling three pairs of holes is in Fig. 4.

D. Establishment and Modification of Features of Boss

Roll the model over and then stretch and image the boss at the datum level of the end face of the blank, which is shown in Fig 5-a. Drill holes twice at the datum level of the top plane of the boss and make a copy, which is shown in Fig 5-b. The smaller ones are threaded holes, while the bigger ones are bore-holes. The drawing of the gear stand model is completed.

3D solid models of all components can be built with similar approaches. 3D models of other major components are shown in Fig. 6.
III. VIRTUAL ASSEMBLY OF DECELERATOR

A. Virtual Assembly Approaches

Decelerator assembly starts from models of the components, which can be transferred or created at any time. The most important step in components assembly is to restrain components properly. There are several ways of component assembly provided by Pro/E, including matching, aligning, inserting, coordinate system, tangency, point on line, point on curved surface, side on curved surface, etc. Afterward set the connection between the components, which means to establish the constraint relations between the components in line with matching the conditions and determining their positions.

Based on the theory of single data dependency, a Pro/E assembly system assembles geometric solids of components instead of making duplications during the whole virtual assembly. Therefore, no matter how or where components are edited, assembly parts can be updated automatically, reflecting the latest changes of the components.

B. Assembly Path Planning

There are two kinds of assembly path planning in terms of realization, namely automatic calculation planning and manual planning. Automatic calculation planning is achieved automatically through the assembling relation between matching surfaces of components, which is still not quite well-developed. Manual planning is realized through human-computer interaction, which gives full play to people's subjective initiative and guarantees the correctness of planning. In this paper, the manual assembly process of product is simulated and the disassembly process of a new decelerator with an adjustable gap is studied in a virtual environment, determining the movement direction and order of each component during assembly and disassembly.

First, install tin bronze gaskets on the two eccentric shafts to separate the two thickened external gears and reduce friction. Afterward, install the thickened external gears (with a bearing inside the hole) and then install the gear stand and lateral plate of the stand through bolting (with a locked gasket) to make a fixed assembly by drilling and slotting the pin holes and driving in male pins. Install four small bearings supporting the double eccentric shaft, and fix shafts on one end of the lateral side of stand through the retainer ring of the eccentric shaft, locked...
gasket and threaded bolt. Install the shells of the two parts (ensuring correct meshing between the inside and outside thickened gears) and shafts. Then, assemble the planetary gear, components of the gear shaft and components of the planetary gear in correct meshing. Drill the pin holes and slot locating pins for components of the planetary gear, and then install a sealed end cover (with an O-ring).

In the assembly of the gear shaft components, install the bearing and elastic retainer ring for the shaft on the gear shaft, which then should be put into the end cover hole with a sealed ring. At last, fix the elastic retainer ring for the hole.

The disassembling process of the decelerator is the inverse process of the assembly, following the reverse order and path. In the disassembling process of this decelerator, the components make a rectilinear movement basically in the axial direction of the decelerator.

C. The Virtual Assembly Process of Decelerator

An entire assembly model consists of multiple sub-assemblies and components. Appropriate sub-assemblies can largely reduce the work of assembly. For example, a bolt or a screw usually appears with a matched spring washer at the same time. It is very inconvenient to assemble one by one if two components must be used each time. Therefore, they should be combined as a sub-assembly. There are two eccentric shafts with symmetrical structures, which can be combined with related a bearing, retainer ring and bolt as a sub-assembly. The gear stand, lateral plate of the stand and related screws and pins can be assembled together as a component, defined as a sub-assembly.

General steps of building up an assembly are as follows: First, set up a component selectively and start the assembling mode. Then import the first positioning element, to which the system gives a “fixed” position automatically and makes the degree of freedom zero, becoming the standard of placing other components in the assembly. Afterward other components or sub-assemblies can be imported or built up successively. Position each in accordance with various constraint methods provided by the Pro/E until assembly is completed. The 3D solid model of the assembled decelerator is shown in Fig. 7.

To show the internal structure clearly, the outermost components: the shell, end cap and sealed end cap are processed with verification. And different colors are used in each component to conveniently identify and distinguish each one.

IV. Conclusion

To build a flexible assembly model, import single components into the system and organize the components into groups to form a whole assembly; add different kinds of assembling relations between the components and in relation to the assembly level.

Program the assembly path of the decelerator, determine the order of the component assembly, achieve simulation of the assembly, and lay the foundation for the actual assembly and disassembly of the components.

Introduce various constraint methods of virtual assembly provided by Pro/E software and identify their application scope and approaches. Propose the general rule of virtual assembly in the environment of Pro/E and complete assembly of the 3D solid model of a decelerator.
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